Renewable energy auctions
Goal-oriented policy design
Renewable energy deployment in electricity sectors has become a priority around the globe. Renewable energy is seen as a path to a low-carbon future, a cost-efficient addition to the generation mix, a means to reduce energy import dependency and a contribution to domestic value added. To achieve these goals, governments implement various instruments, including quotas, feed-in tariff schemes, investment subsidies or tax incentives.

The use of auctions for advancing renewable energy capacity is not a new concept, although early examples, such as the UK’s NFFO scheme in the 1990s achieved mixed results at best (Cozzi, 2012). However, in recent years auctions have grown in popularity, largely led by emerging and developing countries. In Brazil, China, and India, auctions have managed to drive renewable electricity prices down (Elizondo et al., 2014). But experiences in France have shown that tenders can also increase procurement costs compared to, in this case, administratively determined feed-in tariffs (Couture et al., 2015). Another major challenge has been to discourage bidding at prices below actual cost levels, as this has often resulted in the commissioned volume not being built or only with major delays.

Policy-makers should therefore pay close attention to auction design. This guide is intended to provide them with an analytical overview of how policy goals (e.g. support cost efficiency, volume effectiveness, system integration) may be achieved through certain auction design features. It explores suitable auction design options and examines potential trade-offs between goals that result from certain design features.

The policy goals addressed in this guide can be substantially affected by auction design features and are often pursued in practice. However, other goals associated with renewable energy, such as climate protection or lower energy import dependency, are not addressed as they are not directly related to auction design. Although not every policy-maker will necessarily consider the selected goals to be equally relevant, they are given the same weight in this document. Importantly, this guide does not provide specific recommendations for certain design features, but highlights basic links between goals and design features. The best choice and combination of design features are always context-dependent and thus require in-depth analysis for each respective country.

The analysis in Chapters 3 and 4 is based on theoretical considerations and the experiences of several countries. The findings are mainly derived from a literature review and interviews with key informants. The country examples were chosen based on three criteria. First, they represent ‘typical’ examples of tailoring design features in pursuit of a policy goal. Second, they are often referred to in the literature and third, they reflect a large variety of institutional and geographic conditions in order to give a more complete picture. Thirteen countries matching these criteria were identified. Brazil, California (US), China, Denmark, France, Germany, India, Morocco, The Netherlands, Peru, Portugal, South Africa and the UK. Their experiences are highlighted in reference to design features linked to policy goals, and in more detail in the country boxes.

Renewable energy auctions are procurement systems in which various bidders compete to be (partially) compensated for a given volume of electricity (kWh) or capacity (KW). Auction conditions are determined by government policy. Auctions are not a renewable energy support scheme per se. Instead, they are used to allocate power purchase or support contracts, like a feed-in tariff or a feed-in premium, so that the support level is determined on a competitive basis rather than set by the administration.

Since the mid-2000s the number of countries implementing support schemes for renewable energy has grown rapidly. In the early phase of renewable energy promotion, administratively determined feed-in tariffs were the predominant support instrument, besides renewable portfolio standards. However, in recent years there has been a trend towards auction schemes. While nine countries had implemented tender procedures in 2009, the number had reached 55 by early 2014 (REN21, 2014).

One concern regarding administratively determined feed-in tariffs is the prompt adjustment of tariff levels to technology cost development. In Germany and Spain, cost of photovoltaics decreased rapidly over a certain period, while the support tariffs remained high. This led to an oversupply, vast investor profits and heavy support costs (Elizondo et al., 2014). The avoidance of such a mismatch is one reason for introducing auctions instead of other instruments. Auctions are, in theory, a cost-effective way to promote renewable energies, as they allow for the procurement of a targeted volume at the lowest possible cost due to the competitive allocation of financial support.

Legal issues may also play a role when introducing auction schemes. Administratively determined feed-in tariffs and feed-in premiums are, under certain conditions, sanctioned by the WTO when combined with local content requirements. The feed-in tariff programme of the Canadian province Ontario was found to be inconsistent with WTO law due to the local content requirements attached. However, renewable energy auctions are unlikely to be subject to WTO law if they comply with these requirements (Kuntz & Moerenhout, 2015).

Auctions are also used to work out a reasonable pricing for renewable energies in other support schemes that are established or planned. In China, for example, stakeholders could not agree on a tariff level for onshore (wind) projects. Auctions were then adopted to evaluate competitive prices for administratively determined feed-in tariffs introduced later (Elizondo et al., 2014). However, auctions also face drawbacks and challenges. Some basic conditions must be met if they are to function properly and successfully (Maurer & Barroso, 2011). Competition among potential project developers is of the utmost importance. For instance, the market power of large local players or an undesirable market environment might deter potential bidders and lead to a low competition level. The involved bidders might then engage in strategic behaviour to increase their profits and in so doing support costs.

Participants need to trust the tender process. It is crucial that the auctioneer and the contractual partner of the auction winners are independent and financially strong (Maurer & Barroso, 2011). Trust is enhanced when administrative capacities enable the timely issuance of required permits or documents, such as proof of grid connection or environmental impact assessments. This means that the requested administrative resources, skills, institutions and procedures ought to be in place to implement auctions effectively, and ensure the procurement process is carried out in a transparent and fair manner. It might be necessary to utilise capacity-building measures or temporary advice from external experts in order to create a more suitable administrative environment.

In fact these challenges are often not resolved sufficiently. Common problems include low participation and thus competitive levels, as well as unsatisfactory realisation rates, for example due to over-optimistic auction bids (winner’s curse). As auction procedures are relatively complex, this leads to transaction costs for administrations and bidders (del Rio & Linares, 2014). The latter face risks since the application is costly and they might not be selected. Participants incorporate these risks (risk premiums) in their bids, implying higher support costs.

1 The terms ‘auction’ and ‘tender’ are used interchangeably in this guide.
2 Non-fossil fuel obligation (NFFO)
3 The term ‘support scheme’ does not only refer to subsidies for otherwise commercially unviable renewable energies, since they are a cost-efficient alternative in many countries. For reasons of simplicity the term refers to auctions as support instruments.
4 For a more complete discussion of advantages and disadvantages of auctions as support instrument see for example Maurer & Barroso (2011) and del Rio & Linares (2014).
Finally, the question of whether auctions are an appropriate policy tool depends on country-specific conditions. If policy-makers have decided to implement tenders, they can draw on a number of design features (see box), according to the desired policy goals and specific country characteristics.

**MAIN DESIGN FEATURES OF RENEWABLE ENERGY AUCTIONS**

**Auction Product:** The product to be procured in the auction can be renewable electricity (in kilowatt hour; kWh) or capacity (in kilowatt; kW). First, the volume must be defined: How much electricity (kWh) or capacity (kW) is tendered? Quantities can be restricted to some regions or sites, instead of being indifferent about the location. Policy-makers can also demand only smaller or larger projects, or implement distinct auctions for both, instead of a single auction for all project sizes. The auction product is often limited to specific renewable energy technologies, for example only PV capacities are demanded. In technology-neutral auctions various technologies compete for the auction award.

**Prequalification:** defines the requirements bidders must fulfill in order to participate. Bidders that do not meet all criteria are either disqualified in a pre-stage or during the auction procedure itself. Requirements can take on different forms, though they are often intended to increase project realisation rates. For instance, project-specific requirements may include proof of technical and commercial viability, a secured site and grid connection, or permits for construction and operation. Others are bidder-specific, such as proof of financial soundness or track record. Prequalification can also refer to local content requirements or environmental standards.

**Auction Format:** determines how winners are selected. The most frequently used type is static sealed bid auctions. Other formats feature dynamic descending clock auctions or hybrids of both. A further element concerns the winner’s remuneration and the way it can be determined (auction pricing). Winners either receive what they bid (pay-as-bid) or all successful bidders get the same (clearing) price (uniform pricing). Specific auction formats have a strong impact not only on prices (strategic behaviour), but also on other outcomes such as realisation rates (winner’s curse).

**Auction Award:** is typically a power purchase agreement. This contract includes the tariff per produced kWh, the duration and time-profile of payments, and/or the maximum amount of electricity supported. Payment schemes can be specified as a (sliding) feed-in premium, which typically implies sales on the market (direct marketing) and a bonus payment on top of the market price. In contrast, feed-in tariffs as an auction award often include a centralised sales process (e.g. by the contracting party of the power purchase agreement). As an alternative to feed-in payments (per kWh), the auction award can also be an investment subsidy per installed capacity (kW).

**Penalties/Compliance Rules:** are designed to ensure commissioned projects are realised. Usually financial guarantees are required, to comply with auction rules (bond guarantees). These can be paid either before the auction by all participants (bid bonds), or only by the winners (completion or construction bonds). If a winning project is cancelled, delayed in terms of the predefined realisation time, or does not operate as stated, penalties can be (partly) executed. Penalties can also include reduced support levels, shorter remuneration periods or contract termination. Penalties are either fixed or adjusted according to the level of non-compliance or delay.

RENWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT IS LINKED TO VARIOUS POLICY GOALS. ACCORDINGLY, THESE GOALS NEED TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WHEN CHOSING APPROPRIATE AUCTION DESIGNS. POLICY-MAKERS CAN SELECT FROM A MENU OF DESIGN FEATURES IN ORDER TO REACH A PARTICULAR GOAL.

**Support Cost Efficiency** is understood as the provision of a specific volume of electricity or capacity from renewable sources at the lowest possible support cost. This goal refers to the minimisation of the support costs of the awarded volume, which is typically paid by ratepayers via a levy or by state budget. A broader definition would also include costs arising from expansion of renewables (e.g. grid reinforcement; see system integration below), administrative costs of the auction scheme and indirect effects (e.g. allocating risks to consumers rather than to generators; see glossary under feed-in premium).

**Volume Effectiveness** refers to the timely achievement of high implementation rates by projects contracted in the auctions. Ineffectiveness, in turn, can mean that the contracted projects are abandoned or only partly built.

**System Integration** refers to the interaction of renewable energies within the power system and takes related costs into account. An important factor is the temporal coincidence of production from (fluctuating) renewable energies with demand. Grid connection and bottlenecks should be considered as well as the provision of ancillary services (e.g. reactive power, frequency response). All of which are necessary to guarantee security of supply, especially with increasing shares of renewable energies.

**Many countries connect industrial development with auction schemes. Some governments seek to foster the development of local industries, jobs or research and development in new technologies. Others seek to increase tax revenues and create other socio-economic benefits.**

Because most electricity sectors around the globe are or were state-owned, they are often dominated by a small number of large companies. Tenders that are open to independent private investors can lower this market concentration. The underlying reasoning is to increase competition in the electricity sector, and to reduce the market power of dominant players. This can be achieved by a variety of auction participants (and winners) and is known here as bidder diversity.

Moreover, for some countries the involvement of smaller actors (i.e. ‘citizen energy’) in renewable energy development is a key component of auction designs. Since auctions typically deter smaller actors from participating due to strong competition, financial risks and transaction costs, policy-makers may introduce specific measures to ensure their access.

Infrastructure projects globally face growing resistance from affected community members and renewable energy projects are no exception. Social acceptance therefore also needs to be addressed. Reservations are based mainly on negative externalities, e.g. noise, visual impact or landscape ‘fit’. Extensive capacity expansion in small areas as well as low levels of involvement and participation risk increasing ‘not in my backyard’ (NIMBY) attitudes.
3.1. Support cost efficiency

Attaining low support costs for renewable energy frequently motivates governments to implement auctions. However, auctions do not lead to low support costs per se, although a variety of design features can help achieve this goal.

Low entry barriers and penalties foster competition and decrease risk premiums

If administrative, financial or technical entrance requirements for bidders are kept low, competition will be fostered. Low penalty levels have the same effect, because the risk of failure after winning a bid is reduced. This also implies incorporating lower risk premiums into the bids (Müggen & Kiao, 2014). New market participants might be especially attracted by low entrance barriers. On this account, the Peruvian scheme has established almost no administrative barriers (i.e. almost no prequalification requirements). Indeed, most of the new renewable volume contracted through auction rounds has been assigned to independent power producers that were not present on the Peruvian market prior to 2008 (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013). Note that it is not recommended to impose low prequalification and penalty levels at the same time as this might attract speculative bidding and result in poor realisation rates (see section 3.2 and 4.3).

Long-term fixed feed-in tariffs render lower risk premiums and thus lead to the lower bids

As pricing on the electricity market is volatile, developers, private investors and lenders might be deterred if their revenues (partly) depend on alternating market prices (Hausser et al., 2014). Auction winners can be exempted from selling their electricity individually if the electricity is sold centrally on the market by the contract partner (e.g. distribution companies or grid operators). Renewable producers can thus receive a long-term fixed feed-in tariff for the electricity produced that covers total investment costs (up to 15-25 years, depending on technology). This auction award provides them with revenue stability and eases financing (del Río & Linares, 2014). Besides lower risk premiums and thus lower financing costs, this design feature might attract more potential bidders and thus apply pressure on auction prices due to competition.

Pure price-based and technology-neutral auctions render lower price levels

The use of a pure price-based auction, whereby least-cost bids are the most successful, leads to lower price levels than schemes incorporating other decision criteria (Amsbül & Cranston, 2011). If criteria other than price need to be met, or if there increase the score obtained by a bid, projects that are merely cheap are less likely to be selected.

Similarly, if all renewable energy technologies compete in an auction following the same rules (i.e. technology-neutral auctions), the cheapest bids are chosen. In technology-specific auctions, the cheapest technologies are only selected up to defined volumes, with the remaining capacity being reserved for more expensive technologies (Frontier Economics, 2014). However, although technology-neutral auctions favour lowest support costs, they might induce higher total system costs, as they do not necessarily imply the deployment of renewable energies with the highest value for the total system. Where policy-makers seek to optimise total system costs, a technology-specific approach that procures a suitable portfolio of technologies can be the better choice (see section 3.3).

Price ceilings limit cost risk but must be carefully set

When auction rounds face low competition, even high bids can succeed. Such results can be prevented by a price ceiling. However, a price ceiling increases the level of competition (Maurer & Barroso, 2011): If the ceiling is set too low, only few bidders enter the auction, leading to less competition. If it is disclosed before the auction and the competition level is weak, bidders can use it as an anchor point and increase their bids close to the ceiling.

It is therefore important to set the maximum price at a reasonable level. In Peru, for example, this price is based on several factors such as technology, capital and operating costs, the annual rate of return, project size and grid connection costs (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013). Access to substantial information on electricity generation cost components and cost development trends is therefore key. Likewise, changes in the auction design can also influence project costs, for example, due to higher risks and related capital costs (risk premiums) (Elizondo et al., 2014). Price ceilings should be adapted to these changes over time.

6 Note that focus is here not on dynamic cost efficiency, which considers whether a policy instrument helps drive down the costs of less mature technologies (Held et al., 2014). Dynamic cost efficiency might imply that technology-specific support is desirable.

7 Renewable Energy Feed In Tariff (REFIT)
3.2. Volume effectiveness

Though auctions are designed for the procurement of a specific amount of electricity or capacity, practical experience shows that non- or delayed realisation of the auctioned volumes is a common phenomenon. However, the following design features are more likely to render higher levels of effectiveness.

Comprehensive prequalification helps to identify reasonably-calculated bids

Prequalification criteria are checked at an early stage of the auction procedure, and can be used to sort out projects with low realisation probability. They can refer to project specifications, such as commercial and technical feasibility, and the provision of necessary permits (Held et al., 2014), particularly site and grid connection permits. These permits can either be required before the auction, or be guaranteed to auction winners. Site-specific auctions are advantageous in securing the site and enabling the grid connection to be clarified by the regulator, which should thus be unproblematic (del Río & Linares, 2014).

Prequalification can also refer to the bidding party and require proof of technical and financial capability or track record (Held et al., 2014). In California, bidders need to prove that at least one member of the development team has had experience with the construction of a similar project (SDG&E, 2014). Regarding financial capability, completion and performance (bid) bonds can be required from auction participants or from winning projects to prove their solidity. In Brazil, auction winners need to deposit a project completion guarantee corresponding to 5% of investment cost. The guarantee is released after certain project milestones are completed (Lucas et al., 2013).

As an alternative to prequalification, these project- or bidder-specific requirements can be integrated into the auction selection process, given that winners are selected according to several criteria (Rauschel & Cranton, 2015). In China’s offshore and France’s solar auction, bidder experience or the feasibility of the project increase the bid score (Held et al., 2014; DFREE, 2014).

Reasonable penalty levels help prevent delays or defaults

Setting reasonable penalty levels is an important and complex task of auctioning procedures. Though the need for penalties to reduce production deviations, project delays or cancellations is clear, designing them can be less straightforward. As penalties increase the risk for bidders, it is important to sanction them only for delays for which they are responsible and can effectively address, otherwise the high risks could deter investors (Hauzer et al., 2014). In Peru, although contract termination was enforced in one case (small hydro, 5 MW plant) due to a delay of over a year, this was not applied to a project that was also delayed because the latter was exposed to a force majeure incident (flooding) during construction (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013).

From an enforcement perspective, it can be useful to have a range of penalties according to the severity or types of delays. Penalties may be required if a selected bid does not translate into a project on time, if the agreed electricity amount has not been delivered or if the whole project is cancelled. They may include lowering support levels, cutting support periods, confiscation of bonds, additional penalty payments or the termination of the contract (Held et al., 2014).

Penalties must be clear and credible to become effective. In the UK’s NFFO programme or in the Chinese Wind Concession Program, penalties were not clearly defined, which resulted in low realisation rates (Kopp et al., 2013). On the other hand, prequalification that is too demanding or excessive penalties can ward off investors, particularly small ones, and thus create a lack of bids (see also section 4.1).

Consistent high information levels mitigate the winner’s curse

Besides prequalification and penalties, detailed information made available to participants can mitigate the likelihood of selecting financially non-feasible projects (i.e. winner’s curse). All requirements and obligations related to the subsequent project contract must be clearly specified and provided before the auction. One frequent problem is that bidders overestimate the production output of their project and thus the project’s viability (del Río & Linares, 2014). To prevent such miscalculations, the regulator can publish wind measurement and solar radiation data for specific sites.

The auction format itself also determines how much information will be available. Dynamic auctions with multiple rounds (e.g. descending clock auctions) are advantageous in that bidders benefit from learning effects (Mauet & Barroso, 2011). If the auctioneer publishes pricing and volumes after each round, bidders implicitly share information, as the price discovery process allows them to revisit their earlier offers and thus make more robust bids.

Overall support costs can also be capped by setting a fixed budget as in the Netherlands, where a budget for the auction scheme payments is determined every year, allowing a direct cost control (Held et al., 2014).

IN FOCUS: PERU

Although the Peruvian scheme has not yet fully proven its effectiveness, its realisation rates appear relatively successful (i.e. installed MWs relative to allocated MWs). Out of 27 projects selected in the first Peruvian auction 21 projects are operating on schedule. These Projects were selected in 2010 and scheduled to start operating in December 2012. They amount to 236 MW or 59% of the capacity adjudicated in this auction (Herrera & Maxwell, 2014). In comparison, the realisation rate under the UK’s NFFO programme was only 26%, whereas France achieved a mere 20% and Brazil only 30% in its first three auctions (Camha et al., 2014; del Río & Linares, 2014; Ecofys & GIZ, 2013).

The main reason why the realisation rate is relatively high in Peru is the strict compliance regime, requiring various bond guarantees from project winners, including a bid guarantee of USD 20,000/MW that is released once a contract has been signed, a construction guarantee of USD 100,000/MW and an operational guarantee kept during the whole contract period. In addition, authorities have established penalties for construction delays. They range from 20% plus on the construction guarantee to contract termination or extension combined with 50% plus on guarantee payments for delays of more than one year (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013). However, low levels of prequalification requirements increase the risk of delays and non-execution, which might explain the suboptimal rate of projects starting operations on time. Other realisation hurdles include problems with environmental permits and access to finance (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013).

Though Peru’s case demonstrates the importance of credible penalty schemes, it also shows the limited impact on realisation rates. Policy-makers should therefore also address issues such as access to financing, bottlenecks in the permitting process and technical qualifications required from bidders.
3.3. System integration

As renewable energy shares grow, it becomes more important to integrate them into the electricity system. Whereas support cost efficiency (see above) involves attaining the lowest support costs (including investment and operation costs of renewable energies), system integration considers the cost attached to the integration of renewable energies into the overall electricity system (so called “integration costs”). How to achieve integration strongly depends on several circumstances in the respective country such as its grid infrastructure, its power technology mix and the structure of the electricity sector in general (e.g. market vs. state monopolies).

Promote a renewable energy portfolio that produces electricity when needed

Another aspect of system integration refers to how well fluctuating renewable energy supply can match demand. Generation profiles of wind and solar plants are stochastic in that they depend on weather conditions, which change between hours, days and seasons. In order to avoid costly curtailment under good weather conditions or a lack of supply under bad weather conditions, it is important to bring volatile production in line with demand. Which renewable energies are most suitable strongly depends on local weather and demand conditions (IEA, 2014). If solar production largely coincides with high demand, as in Central Europe or any other country with high air condition usage, PV plants create high system value. Hence it can be useful to deploy further PV plants, even if wind power might have cheaper production costs. Technology-specific auctions are therefore a useful design feature to promote renewable energy portfolios in line with demand. Moreover, in cases where PV production is already very high during sunny hours, new PV plants could get a bonus for geographic orientation leading to more production during other hours (e.g. east or west instead of south orientation).

The regulator could furthermore consider the existing capacity mix and available flexibility options (e.g. storage, demand-side management and flexible backup capacities). For example, old coal plants are typical baseload technologies. They can hardly adjust their operating mode in response to short-term, weather-dependent renewable energy production. If the power sector is dominated by such inflexible plants, it is particularly important to achieve the generation profile from renewables or dispatchable renewable energy sources (e.g. biomass plants). Technologies with these characteristics can also be promoted through technology-specific auctions or bonuses in multi-criteria auctions. In turn, electricity sectors with more flexibility options will integrate high shares of volatile renewable energies more easily (IEA, 2014).

Feed-in premium and obligatory direct marketing foster market integration

As an alternative and/or complement to regulatory planned system integration, renewable energies can also be integrated into the electricity market, assumed a well-functioning liberalised wholesale electricity market with competing private plant operators is in place. Essentially, market integration can be fostered by an auction award that does not cover all project costs. By receiving only a fraction of total cost, winning projects must sell their electricity on the market in order to fill the gap between support revenues and the levelised cost of electricity, whereby plant operators receive price signals that incentivise them to produce more in hours with scarce supply and high demand, and less in hours with high supply and low demand. Although weather-dependent technologies (wind and solar) can only reduce and not raise their production in the short-time, market integration has also positive effects on their production profile. Instead of short-term adjustments they can be constructed to produce more when needed (e.g. orientation of PV, see above), incentivized by electricity price signals (Hiroux & Sagsun, 2010). The auction award could be a feed-in premium on top of the electricity price or payments per installed capacity (kW). In both cases renewable energy suppliers are responsible for selling their electricity on the market (obligatory direct marketing).

IN FOCUS: GERMANY

System integration has often played a minor role in early auction design. However, with increasing renewable shares, integration has become more important. The German Renewable Energy Act (EEG) was implemented in 2000 and initially only included administratively determined feed-in tariffs. Since 2012 renewable energy producers have been able to choose between the feed-in tariff or direct marketing in combination with a sliding feed-in premium, the latter being mandatory for all new projects since 2014 (small projects are exempted) (Pahle & Schweizerhof, 2015). The sliding market premium is still fixed by the administration, but from 2017 onwards, with a pilot stage for PV-only starting 2015, it will be determined in auctions (BMWi, 2015).

These reforms are a first step towards market integration, which is considered necessary by many policy-makers since the renewable energy share (mainly wind and PV) significantly rose to 27.8% in 2014. Although the sliding feed-in premium is in fact close to a feed-in tariff, it is designed to not incentivise renewable production at negative electricity prices that outweigh the feed-in premium. The lowering economic rationale assumes negative prices as an indicator for overproduction and renewable energy should not be supported at such times. Moreover, with the obligatory direct marketing, producers should learn to independently sell their electricity on the market and to get in touch with market risks. Another direct marketing is that renewable energy production forecasts are improved (see Pahle & Schweizerhof, 2015 for more details). However, it is contested by some observers if these targets can be achieved by the recent policy design (e.g. Purrkus et al., 2014).

Other EEG amendments aim for system integration via ancillary services. For example, wind power operators must fulfill technical requirements in respect of voltage and frequency stability, while operators of existing wind mills receive an upgrade bonus. Since 2014 distant control functions have been mandatory for all renewable energy technologies.
Table 1. Policy goals and design features

This table presents design features (top row) that can be used to achieve each of the goals (left column). A given design feature is to be understood in terms of its relationship to a specific goal, and not in how it may interact with other design features or goals (see chapter 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY GOALS</th>
<th>DESIGN FEATURES</th>
<th>AUCTION PRODUCT</th>
<th>PREQUALIFICATION</th>
<th>AUCTION FORMAT</th>
<th>AUCTION AWARD</th>
<th>PENALTIES/COMPLIANCE RULES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORT COST</td>
<td>Technology-neutral, fixed auction budget</td>
<td>Low level</td>
<td></td>
<td>Pure price-based selection, (undisclosed) price ceiling</td>
<td>Long-term feed-in tariff, central marketing</td>
<td>Low level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFFICIENCY</td>
<td>Provision of information about sites (e.g. wind data), site-specific or guaranteed sites and grid connections</td>
<td>Project-specific: technological and commercial feasibility, secure land and grid connections, permits company-specific: experience, financial requirements</td>
<td>Dynamic auction (e.g. descending clock), multi-criteria/bonuses: realisation possibility of project</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Financial guarantees, penalties for: delays, abandonment of project, poor performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLUME</td>
<td>Technology-specific (regulatory), technology-neutral (market), Site-/regional- specific</td>
<td>Provision of ancillary services</td>
<td>Multi-criteria/bonuses: system needs regarding ancillary services, demand fit, grid constraints</td>
<td></td>
<td>Obligatory direct marketing, feed-in premium (market integration)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFFECTIVENESS</td>
<td>Technology-specific, long-term auction schedule</td>
<td>Local content requirements</td>
<td>Multi-criteria/bonus: local content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td>Long-term auction schedule, provision of information about sites (e.g. wind data), site-specific or guaranteed sites and grid connections, separate auctions for small actors</td>
<td>Low level, easy and transparent procedure</td>
<td>Maximum project size, bidder concentration rule</td>
<td></td>
<td>Long-term feed-in tariff, central marketing</td>
<td>Low level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTEGRATION</td>
<td>Regional-specific</td>
<td>Certain project value reserved for local population, local environmental impact assessment</td>
<td>Multi-criteria/bonus: environmental impact or other local needs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCEPTANCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Goals: connecting policy goals with design features
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3.4. Industrial development

Many governments also use renewable energy auctions for their potential to create local economic and social value. This can be in terms of job creation, socio-economic development, research and development or foreign direct investment. However, these requirements can lead to the opposite scenario, creating supply bottlenecks, frustrating businesses and driving up costs to a point where further market development is halted. Striking the right balance is therefore crucial.

**Local content requirements can create economic opportunities**

Local content requirements can imply different goals. Job creation is an underlying ambition, with specifications for a minimum percentage of locally hired workers among the most common clauses used. Governments can require certain components or services to be domestically sourced in order to foster the development of local industries. More complex regulations, such as those in South Africa, include a range of socio-economic aspects with regard to respecting community needs and stipulating management control requirements (Baker & Wlokas, 2014).

Requirements can be made voluntary or mandatory. If voluntary, bidders are given an incentive to demonstrate a higher share of local content in order to score better. Morocco pursued this option for its first CSP project in Ouarzazate (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013). If a certain level of local content is mandatory, bidders are given an incentive to demonstrate a higher share of locally sourced inputs, but rather with regulations stipulating, in great detail, which components and services need to be provided locally.9

The type of jobs to be created also depends on local circumstances such as the available workforce, the structure of the industry and particular technologies. While many governments seek to establish a manufacturing industry, this might not always be feasible (IRENA & CEM, 2014). However, in many cases there are significant opportunities with regard to operation and maintenance, and the existing skill base will often be more suited to this sector. Local content requirements should therefore be designed to maximise existing opportunities.

**Technology-specific auctions and long-term auction schedules give room for growth and maturation**

Auctions aiming to increase local content should be technology-specific. This auction type has the advantage of shielding a certain technology from early competition. An industry can thus develop, since price competition is less fierce and the technology can be deployed at an early phase. Technology development is stimulated through learning-by-doing and catalyses cost reductions in order to achieve competitiveness. Another key component is that the industry can rely on a long-term policy. Thus, a reliable long-term auction schedule facilitates the industry development.

**IN FOCUS: SOUTH AFRICA**

South Africa operates an auction scheme that not only stipulates a certain percentage of locally sourced material and service provision, but also includes factors such as plant ownership, community involvement, preferential procurement and management control (Eberhard et al., 2014). When bidders pass the first round, their bids are assessed not only according to the price, but also in terms of local content requirements. Fulfilment of this criterion makes up 30% of the final decision.

South Africa’s approach has been both praised and criticised. It allows bidders comparatively high flexibility with regard to how they intend to meet the local content requirements. While stipulations are significantly more detailed in countries like Brazil in terms of which components need to be locally sourced, bidders in South Africa can determine where local sourcing is cheaper for them. However, the record on job creation has been mixed at best (Balmer, 2014). Even though socio-economic development has been an essential component of the scheme, it has run into a number of roadblocks associated with the lack of capacity development. The South African example illustrates that it is difficult to build up the necessary capacity in the absence of concomitant education and technical training measures. Capacity building and local industry development go hand in hand. Local content requirements should be accompanied by other policy measures to facilitate the establishment of an industry and to achieve the economic development goals intended in the first place.

3.5. Bidder diversity

Auctions can help lower market concentration if significant shares of the auction winners are new companies rather than incumbents. Thus, auction design should consider the power of the incumbents and the needs of new entrants, who can be small local as well as large international players.

Transparency and stable regulatory framework are important for investment security

As a transparent and stable regulatory framework is beneficial in general, it gains particular importance if new entrants shall be attracted. Long-term schedules make investments more attractive because market newcomers typically rely on long-term business plans (Lucas et al., 2013). They often have less experience with the local market and regulations, such as administrative procedures regarding permissions and grid connections. Thus, all relevant aspects regarding auction participation and the electricity market should be clearly specified, otherwise novices might be deterred by high regulatory risks and transaction costs. Above all, grid connection terms should be settled, since in many countries the incumbents also (partly) own the grid and could thus discriminate against new players. Publishing site-specific data (e.g., solar radiation) can illustrate the attractiveness of local sites and minimise production risks. Site-specific auctions can be attractive for new entrants since requirements (e.g., securing land, grid connection etc.) and local conditions (e.g., site resources) can be more clearly defined (del Río & Linares, 2014).

Low entrance barriers are key, especially to attract smaller actors

New entrants can be encouraged by simple scheme and prequalification procedures. In Peruvian auctions only basic data and a prefeasibility study are required, which attracted many international companies (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013).

Where policy-makers encourage the participation of small actors (‘citizen energy’), low barriers are even more important, because auctions favour large players due to strong competition, high risk and transaction costs. Prequalification requirements can be a prohibitive obstacle, as small actors might simply not have the capacity to handle the associated administrative challenges (Hauzer et al., 2014). If most requirements have to be met and presented before the bidding process starts, small actors face high entry barriers. As many costs associated with prequalification are identical for all actors, small actors have to incur relatively higher costs (del Río & Linares, 2014). For citizens’ initiatives above all, democratic processes may have the effect of further prolonging decision-making processes. Such factors represent sunk costs which cannot be recovered in case of bid failure. The capacity of small actors to repeatedly participate in auction schemes is therefore limited. Consequently, low prequalification levels or easy and transparent procedures are key elements in fostering their involvement.

Fixed long-term feed-in tariffs as auction award provide revenue security

Small actors typically depend on revenue security since they cannot cover the same risk as large companies (Hauzer et al., 2014). Where there are important revenue risks, mainly as a result of electricity price uncertainty, small actors might be deterred from entering the auction scheme. It is therefore preferable to opt for fixed long-term feed-in tariffs as auction awards. If these tariffs are the only revenue source, auction winners are sheltered from electricity market risks through higher revenue predictability.

Low financial burdens encourage actor diversity

If the financial burden associated with financial guarantees and penalties is high, small actors may not have the capacity to handle these requirements. Small actors are less likely to possess significant financial resources or to have full access to capital markets as institutional investors and large companies. Moreover, due to a lack of available securities, small actors are likely to pay higher risk premiums. But contrast, large actors are able to integrate specific projects into their existing portfolios, thereby lowering the associated risk premiums. Small actors thus face higher risk levels than large businesses (Jacobs et al., 2014).

However, as in many (developing) countries investors face high regulatory and market uncertainties, such investment risks could also deter big players. In order to achieve a high participation, risk mitigation for investors might be useful as exemplified by private public partnerships in Morocco (see box).

Create separate schemes for smaller actors and restrict project sizes

It is difficult to imagine how small rooftop PV projects can be viable included in an auction scheme, India used this instrument for small-scale PV installations. The award has been a capital subsidy for part of the plant’s investment cost (Khana & Barros, 2014). France, on the other hand, has kept administratively determined feed-in tariffs for smaller projects below 100 kW (see box).

Alternatively, small projects could benefit from separate auctions where they do not face competition from larger players operating at scale. Capping the project size or the total awarded volumes allocated to individual bidders (bidder concentration risk) can be another way of facilitating the development of a more diverse actor landscape with increased involvement of smaller players. In India and California the maximum project size is capped and any single bidder can only be awarded for projects up to a certain amount10 (del Río & Linares, 2014; Headway Solar, 2014).

IN FOCUS: FRANCE

France has various support schemes for PV in place. Projects smaller than 100 kW receive an administratively determined feed-in tariff, whereas projects between 100 kW and 250 kW can participate in the PV online tender, and larger projects have separate auction schemes. One aim of the standardised online procedure is easy access (low transaction costs) for small bidders. It is a fixed feed-in tariff (pay-as-bid) for 20 years. Winners do not have to pay guarantees and there are no strict penalties except a lower support tariff in case of delays (Held et al., 2014).

This auction design has attracted many small actors, but there are also drawbacks. Only about 60% of the bids were eligible due to unclear prequalification requirements, for example, regarding the stipulated CO2 assessment. In fact, only a low number of bidders were selected in the auctions, since it was possible for individual companies to make several bids (Held et al., 2014). The French example shows that low access barriers and low risks alone may be insufficient. Small actors in particular need a clear and transparent auction procedure whereby a diverse mix of winners might only be achieved by introducing maximum bid volumes per participant.

10 California’s and India’s schemes are not designed for small actors. Both have minimum project sizes and the maximum project sizes are high, with 20 MW (California) and 5 MW to 50 MW (India).
IN FOCUS: MOROCCO

The large scale tenders for the Moroccan Solar Plan began in 2010 and targeted international players, given the prequalification requirements. Project consortiums were selected in a prequalification stage, among other factors, on the basis of company experience (e.g. they had to operate solar thermal plant capacities of at least 45 MW) and financial soundness (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013). Although the prequalification requirements are demanding and the tender process is intricate, a sufficient number of investors were attracted. The tenders were managed by the Moroccan Agency for Solar Energy (MASEN), which is also involved in project development. MASEN commissioned several studies for the sites, negotiated connections with the grid operator and largest electricity producer ONE and invested in the accompanying infrastructure (e.g. roads). Furthermore, a public private partnership between the winning consortium and MASEN was established, whereby MASEN provides the debt which is sponsored at low interest rates from international partners such as the World Bank. A significant part of the investment risk is thus shifted away from the investors, increasing investment attractiveness (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013).

One downside is that due to the public private partnership, MASEN and ONE hold project shares and ONE can keep its predominant position in the electricity sector (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013).

IN FOCUS: CHINA

Though the unbundling of the Chinese electricity sector started in the late 1980s, it is still rather concentrated and dominated by state-owned companies (Lucas et al., 2013). One goal of China’s renewable energy policy, in particular the Wind Farm Concession Program from 2003-2009, was the attraction of private investors. However, only a low number participated or won slots in the wind auctions. One reason was that foreign companies had to disclose proprietary information, which was not acceptable for many and they abstained from participating. Moreover, state-owned incumbents cross-subsidised their wind projects to push down auction prices (underbidding) (Cozzi, 2012). This example shows that a fair and transparent auction process is a precondition for the attraction of private investors, and that the behaviour of local incumbents can hamper new entrants if no additional design features are in place.

The Chinese example further shows that auction results (namely the price) can be used as benchmarks. The Renewable Energy Law, established in 2005, initially put the focus on administratively determined feed-in tariffs. However, stakeholders could not agree on the tariff level. They opted to use the results of wind onshore auctions to determine tariffs. In fact, in 2009 the Chinese government introduced four geographically differentiated feed-in tariffs based on the five auctions rounds of the Wind Farm Concession Program. PV auctions prices of 2009 and 2010 served in a similar way as a benchmark for the PV tariffs introduced in 2011 (Elizondo et al., 2014).

The Chinese example indicates that auction results can be used to discover reasonable support tariffs for other support instruments and avoid excessive or slow renewable deployment. However, the whole process takes many years, from the introduction of auctions to administratively determined feed-in tariffs, and the regulatory effort is quite demanding. It is also likely that the discovered technology costs are decreasing in the meantime due to technological progress. Moreover, only well-designed auctions serve as a good price discovery process. If strategic behaviour such as underbidding is a major problem, as observed in China, auction prices will serve only as a rough indication.
3.6. Social acceptance

Public resistance can be a major obstacle to the expansion of renewable energies. Depending on the catalyst for such opposition – lack of information or participation, local concentration or environmental concerns – auctions can be designed to mitigate these problems and improve social acceptance.

**Involve local citizens and make them benefit from renewable projects**

Public acceptance tends to grow along with the level of information and public involvement (Olson, 2010). Local citizens need to feel informed in order to make decisions about whether a given project suits the local environment. Moreover, they need to be involved in decision-making processes in order to attain a degree of transparency. Local residents can become weary of processes that feel ‘strange’ or disruptive, especially in terms of the developers’ motives. Auctions could therefore facilitate engagement between citizens and developers.

This is best achieved by eliminating the distinction. Where citizens become developers and operators, much of the tension can be resolved. Local residents can also be engaged by making them investors in local renewable energy projects. When in a position of having to make financial decisions, residents are encouraged to engage in detail with project proposals and are more likely to participate in a dialogue process with the developer. Ideally, this can help to bridge differences. Social acceptance thus goes hand in hand with provisions for encouraging small actor participation in auctions.

**Local development funds link benefits to renewable projects**

In addition to the previous options bidders may be obliged to contribute to a fund set up to finance local development. Such a fund can also entail efforts to offset some of the actual or perceived negative consequences of renewable energy projects. By using this scheme, local residents can derive direct benefits from renewable energy projects in their neighbourhood. In Denmark, a green fund has been set up to facilitate these developments (Olson, 2010).

**Avoid local concentration and environmental impacts**

Strong auction competition can induce the deployment of certain technology in particular regions, due to good resources or site availability, for example. Such movements can create anxiety even before projects are realised as it did in Great Britain in the 1990s because of the planned wind projects of the NFFO scheme (Mitchell & Connor, 2004). To pre-empt such local resistance, regional (and technology) specific auctions can distribute renewable capacities over a larger number of regions (del Río & Linares, 2014). Regional environmental concerns can also be addressed through strict prequalification requirements. Environmental impact assessments can show the projects’ effects on the local environment and according to this include or exclude them from the auctions. Alternatively, environmental impacts or other measures to decrease local resistance can be considered in a multi-criteria auction.

**Strong compensation laws can mitigate concerns**

A further option is instituting strong financial compensation laws. Many residents fear negative effects on their property value, caused by renewable energy deployment. In order to increase social acceptance, a corresponding regime could be set up, governing which potential damages resulting from the construction of a plant are to be compensated (Olson, 2010). On the other hand, such measures could lead to higher project costs and a higher share of large investors becoming auction winners, since they possess sufficient financial resources to pay out compensation packages. In turn, this may lead to more local resistance. Hence, this instrument should be approached with care.
Renewable energy auctions are often adopted to achieve a range of policy goals. But seeking to maximise one goal typically reduces the likelihood of meeting others. The possible outcomes of such conflicts are analysed here on the basis of theoretical considerations and country experiences. The featured list is not exhaustive. In some cases, basic trade-offs are not even considered as administrative efforts or auction schedules.

Some countries might hire qualified staff and strive for an easy and fast participation procedure, whereas others may not, since this incurs high administrative costs. The same applies to long-term auction schedules. Although they are recommended for achieving high investment security, many countries do otherwise as they deem political flexibility to be more important.

4.1. Prequalification and penalty level

The first trade-offs arise when prequalification and penalty levels are specified. Although these constitute two different design features, they entail similar effects. If only a few prequalifications are demanded, the upfront project costs, and thus the risk of not recovering them, are lower. Alongside this, fewer penalties reduce the risk related to construction delays or a lower performance. Low levels for both criteria thus make it easier and less risky to participate in the auctions. This could stimulate a higher number of bids and might apply downward pressure on auction prices. It could imply lower risk premiums, which would then affect support costs (Müsgens & Käso, 2014). Small actors might benefit especially, as they are frequently unable to bear the high risks and transaction costs resulting from penalties and prequalifications (Hauser et al., 2014).

Many prequalifications, in turn, favour the participation of more qualified bidders. Less qualified bidders can then be excluded at an early stage. This is important to avoid winner’s curse and achieve high realisation rates (volume effectiveness). Participation of only reliable bidders can also be fostered by a high penalty level since the cost risk related to deviations is excessive (Held et al., 2014).

The relevance of both criteria can be observed in Portugal and Denmark. Phase C auctions in Portugal in 2008 were designed to encourage the participation of small companies. However, the non-existence of prequalifications was a major reason for very low realisation rates of about 3%. The chosen penalties proved to be ineffective (10% of the investment costs as deposit), since
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There was no time limit for the realisation (Kopp et al., 2013; Müsgens & Käso, 2014). Although the prequalification procedure for the Danish offshore auctions is simplified in terms of a one-stop-shop for permits, entry barriers are high (Held et al., 2014). Potential investors have been deterred by short realisation times and high penalties, if the project is cancelled (financial guarantees are executed) or delayed (support tariff is reduced, additional financial penalty for longer delay). For the third tender only one bid was submitted and the price (14 ct/kWh) was approximately double that of previous tenders. However, the advantage of such strict compliance rules is a high realisation rate (Frontier Economics, 2014; Müsgens & Käso, 2014).

### Penalty Level

#### Low
- **China**: operation must begin within three years, but no clear penalties
- **UK**: operation must begin within four to five years, but no penalties

#### Medium
- **Brazil**: Auction participants provide guarantees (1% of project costs in first and 5% in second round). If delay of project realisation is > one year, guarantees can be executed, but in practice not applied. In case of too strong deviations from contracted production the support level is reduced.
- **France**: Operation must begin within 20 months. Duration of support is reduced by the delay multiplied by two. If project not commissioned, no penalties.
- **Germany**: Project must be commissioned within 24 months. Bid and construction guarantees that are executed in case of delay or project termination. Guarantees are halved if bidders have additional land-use/construction permits before auction.
- **Netherlands**: Penalties for non-realisation within four years: guarantees executed (only large projects), loss of support and same project cannot participate in auction in the next five years
- **Portugal**: Companies must provide deposit (10% of investment cost) no construction deadline.
- **South Africa**: Bid guarantee. Contract is cancelled if commitment under power purchase agreement failed to meet.

#### High
- **California**: Auction winners must provide deposit. Project must be commissioned within 18 months. Fixed penalties for delays. Penalties for too low production.
- **Denmark**: Winners pay guarantees that are (partly) executed if project is cancelled. If project is delayed, support tariff is reduced and additional penalty, if delay exceeds one year.
- **India**: Project must be commissioned within 13 (PV) and 28 months (CSP). Penalties modulated by the delay. If project is cancelled, bank guarantees executed.
- **Morocco**: Winners pay construction and performance bonds. Penalties modulated according to delay.
- **Peru**: High bid and construction guarantees while the latter increases with delay and is executed if project is cancelled. Operational guarantee continues throughout duration of contract.

### Prequalification Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Low** | Germany: basic data and land-use resolution; optional: additional permits instead of higher financial guarantees  
Peru: basic data, prefeasibility study  
Portugal: only basic data |
| **Medium** | China: financial and company experience requirements, feasibility studies site-specific, thus securing land, grid connection etc. unproblematic  
Netherlands: environmental and other permits, prove of viability of the project  
UK: prove of technical, legal and commercial feasibility, but not necessary to have all permissions before auction  
**High** |
| **High** | Brazil: site assessment, grid access approval, environmental permits etc.  
California: company experience, securing land, grid connection study etc.  
Denmark: environmental impact assessment, various permits, short realisation time etc., one-stop shop for permits site-specific, thus securing land, grid connection (socialised, not nearshore) etc. unproblematic  
France: CO2 assessment, financial requirements, permits, grid connection paid by firm etc.  
India: financial and technical requirements, company is responsible for grid connection  
Morocco: company experience, financial and technical requirements etc.  
South Africa: securing land, prove of viability of the project, technical, financial and environmental requirements, etc.  
California: Auction winners must provide deposit. Project must be commissioned within 18 months. Fixed penalties for delays. Penalties for too low production.  
Denmark: Winners pay guarantees that are (partly) executed if project is cancelled. If project is delayed, support tariff is reduced and additional penalty, if delay exceeds one year.  
India: Project must be commissioned within 13 (PV) and 28 months (CSP). Penalties modulated by the delay. If project is cancelled, bank guarantees executed.  
Morocco: Winners pay construction and performance bonds. Penalties modulated according to delay.  
Peru: High bid and construction guarantees while the latter increases with delay and is executed if project is cancelled. Operational guarantee continues throughout duration of contract. |

A basic conflict of renewable support schemes is whether all technologies are to the same extent eligible (technology-neutral), some might receive higher support or only some are eligible at all (technology-specific). A technology-neutral auction helps to promote strong competition due to a potentially higher number of participants, compared to auctions with separate slots for different technologies or only one. Competition between technologies has the further impact that projects with lowest costs are selected, which decreases support cost. Moreover, in countries with liberalised wholesale markets a technology-neutral scheme is also a step towards market integration (see section 3.3) (Frontier Economics, 2014).

By contrast, technology-differentiated support or separate auctions for specific technologies are useful if other goals are pursued (Maurer & Barroso, 2011). If local manufacturing industries are to be built, auctions are typically restricted to one or two technologies. Technology and regional bands can also help to spread capacities over the whole country and thus avoid problems with social acceptance due to local concentration (del Río & Linares, 2014). Separate auctions for different project sizes are beneficial if small actors are desired.

Auctions can also be tailored to electricity system requirements. Grid bottlenecks can be addressed by regional differentiation and the provision of ancillary services can be rewarded by premiums. Moreover, technology-specific support can be very important in matching demand profiles with fluctuating renewable energies, particular in countries lacking a liberalised wholesale markets (see section 3.3).

Nearly all countries have implemented a technology- (and regional-) specific auction scheme due to various goals: building up local industries (China, Brazil, France, India, Morocco, Portugal, South Africa), system integration (California, France), participation of small actors or social acceptance (Denmark, France, South Africa). The Netherlands, on the contrary, established a technology-neutral scheme12 with strong focus on support cost efficiency (Held et al., 2014).

12 In the Netherlands, there are predefined tariff and technology categories, but all technologies can participate in a free category. Thus, the scheme is a mixture of a technology-specific and technology-neutral auction. However, if the annual fixed auction budget is fully spent in the earlier technology-neutral (or free) category, there is no money left for the technology-specific auction rounds (Kopp et al., 2013).
4.3. Auction decision criteria

A similar trade-off between support cost efficiency and various other goals can arise from auction decision criteria (Maurer & Barroso, 2011). A purely price-based selection process implies lower support costs, whereas other goals involve restrictions that might lead to higher costs. In principle, the regulator can choose any decision criterion in addition to pricing to pursue specific goals. One potential pitfall of multiple criteria is low transparency regarding the assessment process (Ausubel & Cramton, 2011). Thus, clearly defined criteria are important.

Country examples show that winners are typically not solely selected by pricing. Industrial development is often required, or increases the score in the bid ranking (France, China, India, Morocco, Portugal, and South Africa). In Denmark the winners of the nearshore wind auction are obliged to offer at least 20% to local residents, and receive a bonus for their support if they reach more than 30%. This also generates local content, since the local population benefits from the projects, but is primarily implemented to increase social acceptance (Held et al., 2014). Other criteria involve the assessment of technical and financial aspects of the project (China, France, Morocco, Portugal) or to increase the realisation rate. Security of supply and transmissions costs can also be used as evaluation criteria, as in California, where price bids are adjusted by a deliverability and transmission adder (SDG&E, 2014).

13 Note that support cost efficiency refers here to a certain amount of renewable capacity or production that is reached with minimum support costs. Decision criteria that reduce the integration of renewables into the system can increase support costs, but lower overall system costs (see also section 3.3).
4.4. Information level before and within auctions

There is a basic conflict between low and high information levels given by the regulator. Low information levels (e.g. where the regulator does not publish previous auction results and the price ceiling) curb strategic behaviour. Bidders can use less information to adjust their offers in order to receive higher profits, which is positive for support cost efficiency (Müsgens & Käso, 2014).

Given strong competition, a high information level reduces participation risk. If the price ceiling is disclosed, bidders do not have to be afraid that their bids are excluded. Moreover, bid quality can be improved by high information levels. If previous auction results are published, bidders can use them to improve their own cost estimates. This increases the probability that the actually cheapest bids are selected instead of the perceived ones. Support cost efficiency as well as volume effectiveness will benefit, because winner’s curse will be less likely to occur (Müsgens & Käso, 2014).

The auction format and information level are interdependent. A static sealed bid auction, with only one bidding round, offers little information to participants. They cannot see or react to other bids. In a dynamic descending-clock auction, by contrast, prices and volumes are published after each round. Participants can thus adapt their bids (Held et al., 2014). A high level of information might also be useful if new investors and small actors are to be attracted, as they might face higher uncertainty as local incumbents. However, a caveat with dynamic auctions is that they also tend to induce higher transaction costs, which could deter small actors (Frontier Economics, 2014).

Assessing whether the overall information level in a specific country is low or high is not a straightforward task and is certainly not covered in detail here. Most of the analysed countries use typical static sealed bid auctions, except Brazil (hybrid), Denmark (sealed bid with subsequent negotiations) and the Netherlands (iterative sealed bid). An interesting example regarding the disclosure of the price ceiling is South Africa. In the first auction, the price ceiling was known by bidders, which in combination with weak competition, led to prices close to the price ceiling. In the following rounds the price ceiling was undisclosed, which was one reason why price reductions could be achieved (Ecofys & GIZ, 2013; Frontier Economics, 2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFORMATION LEVEL BEFORE/WITHIN AUCTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy Goal:</strong> Support Cost Efficiency, Volume Effectiveness, Bidder Diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effects:</strong> Investment risks and the winner’s curse are mitigated, investors are attracted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effects:</strong> Strategic behaviour is mitigated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| POLICY GOAL: SUPPORT COST EFFICIENCY |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INFORMATION LEVEL BEFORE/WITHIN AUCTIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California, Germany, India: sealed bid, one auction round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru: sealed bid, one auction round, undisclosed price ceiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa: sealed bid, one auction round, undisclosed price ceiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK: sealed bid, one auction round, non-transparent selection process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil: descending clock in first round that determines price ceiling in second round (sealed bid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru: sealed bid, one auction round, undisclosed price ceiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa: sealed bid, one auction round, undisclosed price ceiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China, Morocco: sealed bid, one auction round, site-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France: sealed bid, one auction round, easy access online auction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands: sequential sealed bid rounds with increasing prices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal: sealed bid, one auction round, site-specific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark: sealed bid with subsequent negotiated procedure, site-specific, high level of transparency and information offered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POLICY GOAL: SUPPORT COST EFFICIENCY

**EFFECTS:**
- Investment risks are mitigated, investors are attracted
- Strategic behaviour is mitigated

**EFFECTS:**
- Investment risks and the winner’s curse are mitigated, investors are attracted
- Strategic behaviour is mitigated

INFORMATION LEVEL BEFORE/WITHIN AUCTIONS

LOW
- California, Germany, India: sealed bid, one auction round
- Peru: sealed bid, one auction round, undisclosed price ceiling
- South Africa: sealed bid, one auction round, undisclosed price ceiling
- UK: sealed bid, one auction round, non-transparent selection process

MEDIUM
- Brazil: descending clock in first round that determines price ceiling in second round (sealed bid)
- Peru: sealed bid, one auction round, undisclosed price ceiling
- South Africa: sealed bid, one auction round, undisclosed price ceiling
- China, Morocco: sealed bid, one auction round, site-specific
- France: sealed bid, one auction round, easy access online auction
- Netherlands: sequential sealed bid rounds with increasing prices
- Portugal: sealed bid, one auction round, site-specific

HIGH
- Denmark: sealed bid with subsequent negotiated procedure, site-specific, high level of transparency and information offered
4.5. Auction award

There are different ways in which auction awards can be specified. The two most often used are the uniform market clearing price, or a support equivalent to what the price winners have bid. The latter — pay-as-bid pricing — seems an attractive option. Winners receive only what they need for cost recovery, which induces low support costs. Furthermore, ratepayers pay no more than necessary, which is beneficial for social acceptance (Müsgens & Käso, 2014; Klessmann et al., 2014). But this scheme has one drawback (Kahn et al., 2001; Müsgens & Käso, 2014): auction participants are stimulated to bid above actual cost levels. In fact, bidders try to maximise their profits by bidding a price that is as high as possible but could still be selected. Every bidder has its own ‘optimal’ guess and therefore puts a different mark-up on actual cost level. This can result in the reordering of the best bids in such a way that not only the cheapest projects are selected, but the ones with better estimates. Hence, the total costs for society can be higher than necessary. Under uniform pricing, optimal bids do not have to be estimated. If competition is sufficient, all bidders have incentives to bid at true cost levels because they will only gain the market clearing price. The basic conflict can be described as follows: either the overall costs for society are more likely reduced (at higher profits for companies and higher costs for ratepayers – uniform pricing), or support costs are more likely minimised at the expense of a (slightly) distorted selection of projects (pay-as-bid). Some observers also consider uniform pricing more suitable for small firms (Müsgens & Käso, 2014). In general, they have access to less information than large firms and are therefore less able to guess the optimal price as they are under pay-as-bid. Others, however, claim that pay-as-bid is more intuitive, because auction winners get what they bid, and thus is rather more accepted by auction participants (Klessmann et al., 2014).

In practice, most countries have implemented pay-as-bid pricing. One reason might be lower political costs, because they are or at least seem to be cheaper for ratepayers. The theoretical advantage of uniform pricing described above is in contrast not as intuitive and hard to measure. Moreover, in many countries the competition levels were expected to be low or at least highly uncertain before the auction. If bidders are allowed to participate with several projects and the competition level is low, strategic bidding is also a major problem with uniform pricing (Klessmann et al., 2014).

There are different ways in which auction awards can be specified. The two most often used are the uniform market clearing price, or a support equivalent to what the price winners have bid. The latter — pay-as-bid pricing — seems an attractive option. Winners receive only what they need for cost recovery, which induces low support costs. Furthermore, ratepayers pay no more than necessary, which is beneficial for social acceptance (Müsgens & Käso, 2014; Klessmann et al., 2014). But this scheme has one drawback (Kahn et al., 2001; Müsgens & Käso, 2014): auction participants are stimulated to bid above actual cost levels. In fact, bidders try to maximise their profits by bidding a price that is as high as possible but could still be selected. Every bidder has its own ‘optimal’ guess and therefore puts a different mark-up on actual cost level. This can result in the reordering of the best bids in such a way that not only the cheapest projects are selected, but the ones with better estimates. Hence, the total costs for society can be higher than necessary. Under uniform pricing, optimal bids do not have to be estimated. If competition is sufficient, all bidders have incentives to bid at true cost levels because they will only gain the market clearing price. The basic conflict can be described as follows: either the overall costs for society are more likely reduced (at higher profits for companies and higher costs for ratepayers — uniform pricing), or support costs are more likely minimised at the expense of a (slightly) distorted selection of projects (pay-as-bid). Some observers also consider uniform pricing more suitable for small firms (Müsgens & Käso, 2014). In general, they have access to less information than large firms and are therefore less able to guess the optimal price as they are under pay-as-bid. Others, however, claim that pay-as-bid is more intuitive, because auction winners get what they bid, and thus is rather more accepted by auction participants (Klessmann et al., 2014).

In practice, most countries have implemented pay-as-bid pricing. One reason might be lower political costs, because they are or at least seem to be cheaper for ratepayers. The theoretical advantage of uniform pricing described above is in contrast not as intuitive and hard to measure. Moreover, in many countries the competition levels were expected to be low or at least highly uncertain before the auction. If bidders are allowed to participate with several projects and the competition level is low, strategic bidding is also a major problem with uniform pricing (Klessmann et al., 2014).
4.6. Price ceiling

A low price ceiling can restrict the impact of strategic behaviour and thus limit support costs. But specifying a reasonable level is demanding, since the regulator needs information about the true cost of technologies (see section 3.1). If the price ceiling is too low, potential bidders could be deterred and undersupply, resulting in lack of competition. The remaining bidders could set their bids close to the ceiling (if it is disclosed) since they know that almost all bids will be accepted. In turn, a high (or none) price ceiling would encourage more bidders, but potentially at the cost of higher prices due to strategic behaviour (Elizondo et al., 2014; Maurer & Barroso, 2011).

Most countries have introduced price ceilings. In Brazil, the price ceiling14 of wind energy auctions has been repeatedly lowered since 2009, from roughly USD 110 /MWh to below USD 60 /MWh at the end of 2013. Average wind auction prices, however, remained relatively stable in 2011 and 2012 and even increased in 2013. One concern is that prices have fallen below sustainable levels in recent years, and cannot recover due to the tight ceiling. Besides increased component costs, auction prices might have risen because the government had reduced some benefits for wind energy projects in later auctions. If such changes in installation cost and auction design are not reflected in the price ceiling, a lack of supply can become an issue. This has not been the case so far, as more than 9,000 MW of wind power plants have registered for each of the last four Brazilian auctions, outnumbering capacity demand by far. However, having an auction price so close to the ceiling indicates that recent auctions have lacked competition, with many suppliers dropping out and others simply offering the price ceiling. This may also increase the risk of construction delays or defaults by winners who placed unrealistic low bids (Elizondo et al., 2014).

---

14 This price ceiling refers to the maximum price of the first descending clock auction round. The price ceiling of the second sealed bid round is determined by the first round.
4.7 Maximum bid volume

If policy-makers seek to reduce electricity market concentration or support participation of small actors, they can apply maximum project size rules or define the maximum capacity allocated to one bidder. Particularly small companies could be deterred without such rules because the (perceived) chance to win against large entities might be low (Hauser et al., 2014). Thus, bid restrictions could also increase competition and support cost efficiency.

High (or none) maximum bid volumes do attract potentially more large companies, which can increase the overall bid volume, foster competition and lower support costs. Whether a bounded bid volume decreases or increases competition levels depends on local conditions. Moreover, the higher the maximum bid volume, the more scale affects are possible due to larger projects implying lower support costs (Ausubel & Cramton, 2011; Müsgens & Käso, 2014).

Restricted project sizes (California, Germany, India) or separate auctions for small and large projects (France, South Africa) have occurred in some countries. One goal of the French PV online tender is an easy access for small actors to increase the level of competition. But since one company can submit several bids, only a low number of firms were selected (Held et al., 2014). Explicit seller concentration rules can prevent such undesired results. The winner of Portuguese tenders (2005-2008) were excluded from the next bidding round, while in California one company cannot win more than 50% of total allocated capacity. India has similar restrictions in place (del Río & Linares, 2014).

**MAXIMUM BID VOLUME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICY GOAL: SUPPORT COST EFFICIENCY, BIDDER DIVERSITY</th>
<th>EFFECT: strategic behaviour in auctions mitigated, higher number of different winners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFFECT: scale effects foster lower support costs</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**POLICY GOALS**

- **SUPPORT COST EFFICIENCY**
- **BIDDER DIVERSITY**

**EFFECTS**

- High maximum bid volumes can attract more large companies, fostering competition and lowering support costs.
- Restrictions on project size or separate auctions for small and large projects can reduce concentration.

**Trade-offs: conflicting policy goals**

**YES**

- **California**: > 3 MW, < 20 MW, multiple projects per company possible, but seller concentration rule: Amount of capacity allocated to one company cannot be > 50% of total capacity or revenue cap.
- **France**: separate solar auctions for > 100 kW, < 250 kW and > 250 kW, multiple projects per company possible.
- **Germany**: > 100 kW, < 10 MW, multiple projects per company possible.
- **India**: Allowed project size range depends on round. Multiple projects per company possible, but seller concentration rule: amount of capacity allocated to one company is limited (depends on round).
- **South Africa**: separate auctions for smaller (between 1 MW and 5 MW) and large projects (> 5 MW).

**NO (OR NOT IDENTIFIED)**

- Brazil, China, Denmark, Morocco, Netherlands, Peru, UK
- **Portugal**: seller concentration rule: successful bidders of first round could not participate in second round.
4.8. Electricity price risk

Market integration in this case depends on a well-functioning wholesale electricity market with competing private plant operators. In such a market environment renewable energy producers will see electricity prices in their revenue stream (see section 3.3), and are thus exposed to market risks. An auction award is the most relevant design feature for addressing these risks. If auction winners receive a remuneration that covers total cost (feed-in tariff), they are not exposed to electricity price risks. Such a low risk level is beneficial for the support costs due to lower risk premiums incorporated into the auction bids. An overall higher participation level can also be expected, which fosters auction competition and volume effectiveness. In particular small companies will benefit, as they are less able to manage high risks (Hiroux & Saguan, 2010; Kopp et al., 2013).

As many countries have not yet achieved liberalised wholesale markets, most of the countries considered show no electricity price risk. Moreover, low shares of renewables imply low pressure to integrate renewables into the market, given that fossil-fuel plants or other capacities are able to meet volatile demand (IEA, 2014). Under these conditions, policy-makers often care more about the good functioning of tendering, high participation rates and low support costs (due to low risks). Most countries do not expose renewable energies to electricity price risks via their auction scheme, except Denmark, Germany and the Netherlands. Auction winners in these countries receive a sliding feed-in premium and are obliged to sell their electricity on the market. However, with increasing renewable shares and evolving electricity markets, this topic is likely to become more important (cp. Couture et al., 2015).

### ELECTRICITY PRICE RISK

**NONE OR NEGLIGIBLE**
- **Brazil**: feed-in tariff, duration depends on technology
- **China**: feed-in tariff for 30,000 full load hours (10-15 years), after that average local feed-in tariff
- **France**: feed-in tariff for 20 years (1580h/a in mainland, 1,800h/a in Corsica and overseas, more hours: 5ct/kWh)
- **India**: feed-in tariff for 25 years (first two rounds), investment subsidy (per MW) to close viability gap for regulatory determined production tariff
- **Morocco**: feed-in tariff for 20 (wind) or 25 (solar) years
- **Peru**: feed-in tariff for offered volume (kWh) per year for 20 years (more produced electricity is sold at market price)
- **Portugal**: feed-in tariff
- **South Africa**: feed-in tariff for 20 years
- **UK**: feed-in tariff for 8 to 15 years (depends on auction round)

**LOW**
- **Denmark**: sliding feed-in premium for 50,000 full load hours (12-14 years), direct marketing
- **Germany**: sliding feed-in premium for 20 years, direct marketing
- **Netherlands**: sliding feed-in premium, direct marketing, support duration depends on technology

### POLICY GOALS:
- **SUPPORT COST EFFICIENCY**
- **VOLUME EFFECTIVENESS**
- **BIDDER DIVERSITY**

### EFFECTS:
- **protection from market forces fosters high participation and low risk premiums**
- **market signals foster demand-actuated supply**

### EXPOSURE TO ELECTRICITY PRICE RISK

**POLICY GOAL: SYSTEM INTEGRATION**

**EFFECTS:**
- **NO/WEAK**
  - Protection from market forces fosters high participation and low risk premiums
- **STRONG**
  - Market signals foster demand-actuated supply

### TRADE-OFFS: CONFLICTING POLICY GOALS

- **Market signals:** fosters demand-actuated supply
- **Protection from market forces:** fosters high participation and low risk premiums
PART 5
Glossary

A

Ancillary services
Refers to a range of functions that help guarantee system security. These include black start capability (the ability to restart a grid following a blackout), frequency response (to maintain system frequency with automatic and very fast responses), fast reserve (which can provide additional energy when needed) and the provision of reactive power, among others.

Auction pricing
Auction winners either receive the same uniform price (mostly the clearing price) or they receive individually what they bid in the auction, called pay-as-bid. There are also other auction terminations (e.g. on Vickers pricing) that are not part of this guide.

B

Bidder concentration rule
To avoid the selection only of a low number of auction participants that placed several bids, bidder concentration rules can be implemented. Typically, the amount of electricity or number of capacities allocated to one company is restricted.

Bond guarantees
Payments required from the bidding participants and/or from auction winners to prove their serious intent to put the project into practice. Bid bonds are executed in case bidders’ obligations are not met, whereas completion or construction bonds are executed if project milestones of the auction winners are not met.

C

Clearing price
The auctioneer sorts the bids in ascending order. The most expansive bid that is needed to meet demand determines the clearing price. Thus, the clearing price is the price where aggregated supply meets demand.

D

Descending clock auction
The auctioneer begins by setting a high price and asking bidders to state the quantities they wish to sell at that price. If the quantity offered exceeds the target to be procured, the auctioneer states a lower price, and again asks bidders which quantities they want to offer at the new price. This process continues until the quantity offered matches the quantity to be procured or until excess supply is negligible. Due to the iterative auction rounds (dynamic auction), there is an interaction between the participants.

Feed-in premium
A subsidy (here: auction award) that is paid per produced electricity (kWh) on top of the wholesale market price. It is typically combined with an obligatory direct marketing, i.e. producers are responsible for selling their electricity on the market. It can either be fixed or ‘sliding’, i.e. it is adjusted according to the electricity market development to fill the gap between the market price and the support tariff.

In fact, a sliding feed-in premium is close to a feed-in tariff in terms of risk allocation and market integration. The main difference is that producers under a sliding premium are typically responsible for selling the electricity, which incentivizes them not to produce at negative prices that outweigh the premium and forces them to take an interest in the selling process. However, in both cases they receive the same revenue per kWh, because the sliding premium is adjusted according to the electricity price development. Under a fixed premium in contrast, producers additionally care about the long-term electricity price development since the premium is not adjusted (for more detail see Pahle & Schweizerhof, 2015).

Feed-in tariff
A subsidy (here: auction award) that is paid per electricity produced (kWh) to cover the total cost of a renewable project. Typically, producers do not have to sell the electricity on their own on the market. This is assumed by the contracting party of the power purchase agreement instead.

H

Hybrid auction
Combines different auction types. One approach is to have a descending clock stage followed by a (sealed) pay-as-bid stage, which has been the model implemented in Brazil: The first-stage descending clock auction (see above) is used as a preselection and to determine the price ceiling for the second stage. In the second stage, winners submit a schedule of prices and quantities as typical in sealed bid auctions (see below).

L

Local content requirements
Policy measures that require investors to source a certain percentage or amount of (value of) intermediate goods from local manufacturers or producers. These local producers can be either domestic companies or localised foreign-owned enterprises.

M

Multi-criteria auction
A type of auction where the winners are determined by various criteria besides the price bids, such as local content, technological innovations, environmental concerns. Typically, the criteria are weighted and incorporated into a single score, which serves to rank the bids.

P

Pure price-based auction
A type of auction where the winners are determined solely by the least-cost bids.

Price ceiling
A limit set by the regulator on how high the price of a product in an auction (and for a particular technology) can be. The regulator can either choose to disclose the price ceiling before the auction or to leave it unpublished.

S

Strategic behaviour
Refers in this context to any bid setting that is intentionally higher or lower than is necessary to cover project costs (plus competitive project return). If the competition level in the auctions is too low and bidders are aware of this, they can bid a price that is higher than necessary in order to increase their profits. By contrast, participants can also bid a lower price than necessary for strategic reasons (underbidding), for instance to avoid the entrance of other participants and thus gain higher market share (market power).

Sealed bid auction
Initially, bidders submit a schedule of prices and quantities. The auctioneer then gathers all the bids, creates an aggregate supply curve, and matches it with the quantity to be procured. The clearing price is determined when supply equals demand, and the winners are all those projects whose bids, or sections of their bids, offer lower prices than the clearing price. Since the bids are submitted at the same time (one auction round) and there is no interaction between the bidders, the sealed bid auction is static. Winners receive different prices based on their financial offers (pay-as-bid) or the same clearing price (uniform pricing).

W

Winner’s curse
Results when project developers realise, after winning a bid, that their project is not commercially viable because their bid was too low. It can result in the termination of the project if the cost of the penalties is lower than the costs of the project realisation. In contrast to underbidding, excessively low bids are not intended.
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